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Striking images of butterflies, fish, flowers, horses, and other figures inspired by nature offer

colorists the opportunity to create eye-catching designs. Thirty-one original illustrations

featureÂ intricately interlocked patterns that will come to lifeÂ with color. Illustrations are printed on

one side of perforated pages for easy removal and display. Specially designed for experienced

colorists,Â Wild TechellationsÂ and other Creative HavenÂ® adult coloring books offer an escape to

a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax

and reduce stress.
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This is a fun and a bit challenging coloring book. The patterns are so intertwined that I had to really

concentrate on my coloring to be sure that I was following the pattern throughout the design. It can

be really easy to lose your way and end up coloring something in a way that I had not planned. Not

intricate with tiny spots but rather just something I had to pay close attention to.The designs include

lots of fun elements repeated over and over again. I chose the bunny pattern first but there are lots

of others that I will have fun coloring as well.This is what I experienced while coloring in this book

and testing my coloring medium on the paper:31 Techellation inspired repeating pattern



DesignsPrinted on one side of the pagePaper is medium weight, white, lightly rough and perforated

and is standard in Creative Haven Coloring BooksGlue bound and pages can be removed at the

perforations rather than cut out.Designs stop before the perforationsAlcohol based markers bleed

through the paperWater based markers spot through to the back of the pageGel pens and India ink

pens leave shadows of color on the back of the page. India ink can spot through if you apply more

than one layer of ink.Coloring pencils work well with this paper. I was able to use both wax and oil

based pencils equally well. I could lay down good color, layer and blend well using a pencil style

blender stick. Hard lead pencils leave dents on the back of the page.I recommend removing pages

from the book or using a blotter page when coloring. I use card stock or several sheets of

heavyweight paper.

The latest version of wild designs by John Wik, who draws synchronistic designs that are lots of fun

for me to color. In this book there is a collection of images involving insects, fish, flowers, ladybugs,

dragonflies, sharks, rabbits and lots more. The features of these have to be creatively colored in by

the colorists to bring them out of hiding from the background, that is fun for my coloring grandkids.

Some of the particulars of this coloring book:~ great quality book by Dover's Creative Haven

publications~ 31 designs~ 8.5" x 11" pages~ each design has a border frame~ pages are perforated

for easy tear out~ each design has a dedicated page~ blank on the back~ good quality paper, takes

to coloring pencils the best~ the paper is absorbent, so any wet medium such as alcohol and gel

markers will likely bleed through~ excellent printing resolutionI personally and typically use Copic

markers along with colored pencils for shading. Coloring these types of designs is a meditative and

enjoyable creative process for me.

Another winner in my eyes! This book has 31 designs printed on one side of page (back side blank).

Perforated for easy removal. Paper is thicker than normal paper, white and semi smooth. The

designs are made up of animals in repetitive patterns, I have included some pictures to give you an

idea of whats inside. The designs vary from easy to moderate, I don't see any that are unusually

difficult so should appeal to a large group of colorists. Can't wait to get started!
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